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Hc,n - critical field strength, no - refractive index of MF for fields lower than 
Hc,n , ns - saturated value of the refractive index of MF, H - field intensity in Gs, 
T - temperature in kelvin, α -  the fitting parameterSource: https://doi.org/10.1117/1.OE.58.7.072007
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RI of Magnetic fluid (H, T)

Self imaging in MMI 
 Current meter, monitor, control and automating the 

power grids systems
 Integration to smart grid sensing network and optical 

fiber communication system
 Reliable and safe delivery of 
 power to consumer level
 Low size, weight and cost 
 Immune to EMI

Sensing interrogation set up Method of interrogation

 Sensor optimized for 4th self-imaging peak at 
 C-L band wavelength 
 Intensity based interrogation 
 Change in relative intensity of 4th self-

imaging peak as a function of current induced 
magnetic field
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SNS sensor filled with 50% MF (EMG601P)
80 µm dia. NCF, L=24.5 mm

125 µm dia. NCF, L=59 mm

Linear (80 µm dia. NCF, L=24.5 mm)

Linear (125 µm dia. NCF, L=59 mm)
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Results
 Sensitivity > 0.5%/Gauss
 Linear response range below 130 Gauss
 Linearity R2 > 0.96

Conclusion and outlook
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 DC magnetic field sensing ~200 Amps of 
equivalent current in a straight wire

 Magnetic fluid with high saturation 
magnetization and magnetic nanoparticles 
concentration for higher sensitivity

 Magnetostrictive /magneto-optic materials 
layers  for AC field sensing 
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